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traditional synonyms 125 similar and opposite words May 20 2024
synonyms for traditional customary conventional classical usual historical authentic old historic antonyms of traditional nontraditional
modern unconventional contemporary untraditional new current present day

traditional definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Apr 19 2024
traditional can describe anything that follows tradition or a usual way of doing things traditional mexican food includes tortillas and beans a
bag of corn chips with chili and fake cheese sauce on the other hand is not traditional

44 synonyms antonyms for traditional thesaurus com Mar 18 2024
find 44 different ways to say traditional along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

tradition vs custom meaning and differences Feb 17 2024
while they share similarities they have distinct differences that should not be overlooked tradition refers to long established beliefs
practices or customs that are passed down through generations on the other hand custom refers to a specific practice or behavior that is
common within a particular society or group

what is another word for traditional wordhippo Jan 16 2024
find 3 213 synonyms for traditional and other similar words that you can use instead based on 18 separate contexts from our thesaurus

traditional in thesaurus 1000 synonyms antonyms for Dec 15 2023
what s the definition of traditional in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence examples define traditional meaning and usage

traditional synonyms 2 240 words and phrases for traditional Nov 14 2023
adj normal common traditionalistic adj conservative another way to say traditional synonyms for traditional other words and phrases for
traditional



traditional english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 13 2023
following or belonging to the customs or ways of behaving that have continued in a group of people or society for a long time without
changing the villagers retain a strong attachment to their traditional values customs beliefs the school uses a combination of modern and
traditional methods for teaching reading

traditional synonyms and antonyms yourdictionary Sep 12 2023
synonyms for traditional folkloric legendary mythical epical ancestral unwritten balladic told handed down antonyms for traditional unusual
new fresh untraditional nontraditional unestablished unfixed

fairy tales and other traditional stories fcit lit2go etc Aug 11 2023
fairy tales and other traditional stories by fcit this compilation includes well known classics such as sleeping beauty the three bears and the
ugly duckling along with many lesser known stories

synonyms of traditional collins american english thesaurus Jul 10 2023
synonyms for traditional customary accustomed conventional established old time honored usual

traditional synonyms traditional antonyms freethesaurus com Jun 09 2023
synonyms for traditional in free thesaurus antonyms for traditional 26 synonyms for traditional oldfashioned old established conventional
standard fixed usual transmitted orthodox accustomed customary ancestral

traditional 21 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english May 08 2023
traditional adjective these are words and phrases related to traditional click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the
definition of traditional birthday cakes are a traditional part of birthday parties the house was furnished with traditional furniture

traditionally synonyms 29 similar and opposite words Apr 07 2023
synonyms for traditionally conventionally customarily usually commonly routinely typically regularly habitually antonyms of traditionally
unusually extraordinarily abnormally uncommonly strangely peculiarly oddly atypically



understanding a traditional ira vs other retirement accounts Mar 06 2023
traditional iras allow individuals to contribute pre tax dollars to a retirement account where investments grow tax deferred until withdrawal
during retirement withdrawals are taxed at the ira

japanese culture the differences between old and modern Feb 05 2023
although the current japanese culture intertwines deeply with past traditions one can see that there are differences between the two
however instead of conflicting with each other they instead complement each other in unique ways

traditional adjective definition pictures pronunciation Jan 04 2023
adjective trəˈdɪʃənl being part of the beliefs customs or way of life of a particular group of people that have not changed for a long time
traditional dress it s traditional for americans to eat turkey on thanksgiving day traditional values questions about grammar and vocabulary

the emperor s new clothes fairy tales and other traditional Dec 03 2022
many years ago there was an emperor who was so very fond of new clothes that he spent all his money on them he did not trouble about his
soldiers he did not care to go to the theatre he only went out when he had the chance to show off his new clothes he had a different suit for
each hour of the day

the scheduled tribes and other traditional forest dwellers Nov 02 2022
the scheduled tribes and other traditional forest dwellers recognition of forest rights act 2006 is a key piece of forest legislation passed in
india on 18 december 2006 it has also been called the forest rights act the tribal rights act the tribal bill and the tribal land act

the ugly duckling fairy tales and other traditional Oct 01 2022
fairy tales and other traditional stories by fcit the ugly duckling by hans christian andersen additional information year published 0
language english country of origin denmark source hamilton wright mabie ed fairy tales every child should know readability flesch kincaid
level 3 7 word count 3 964 genre fairy tale folk tale
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